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Editorial 

Since this is the first issue of the year, it 
seems only right to wish all of you a happy and 
productive year, and to thank you for putting up 
with the delays and the other inevitable sur-
prises associated with the changes we've made in 
The Women's Studies Review. Many of you re-
sponded to my request (in the special NWSA Con-
vention issue) for subscribers, for reviewers, 
and (although I didn't ask so bluntly) for en-
couragement. We now have a list of reviewers 
extensive enough to provide more analysis of the 
work being reviewed; we're also hoping that the 
variety of feminist perspectives will keep 
things interesting. We really appreciate your 
interest and support, but we don't want to give 
the impression that everything is done. We are 
always looking for reviewers, and we are es-
pecially in need of people in the sciences, 
medicine, political science (particularly with a 
knowledge of third world women), and women who 
work in, or are familiar with, community pro-
grams. So keep those letters and reviews coming 
in--this is sounding like a telethon, but it's 
hard to convey the sense that while we offer a 
good publication, we also want to encourage 
people to write, not to fear rejection. 

While the immediate future of our publi-
cation seems stable, the future of other fem-
inist publications and presses, as well as the 
future of women generally, as it is shaping up 
in the 1984 political arena, does not seem very 
stable at all. By the end of 1983, Persephone 
Press had shared the fate of Diana Press and 
Women In Distribution--they had succumbed to 
financial pressures and closed their doors. An 
editorial in Feminist Bookstore News captures 
the sense of loss connected with these closings: 
". • • the larger loss is the loss of the vision 
that empowered Persephone: their ability to 
conceive of books that didn't yet exist and to 
recognize the importance of a book that existed 
only in proposal form, or only in someone's 
head." Just a few of the books published by Per-
sephone that have been important to women and to 
feminist scholars hip are Nice Jewish Girls, This 
Bridge, Claiming an Identity, and Feminist --
Tarot. Although these publications proved pop-
ular enough to be picked up by other presses, 
the important issue is that these lost presses 
have been instrumental in the progress of 
feminist scholarship, and they have made 
available literature that mig ht not have gotten 
through the larger es tablis hed presses . 

The primary reason why these presses are 
dying is financial. Loans are not being ap-

proved, and the majority of people interested in 
subscribing to these publications--women--are 
getting poorer; current statistics show that 
over 70% of households below the poverty level 
are headed by women. While the media report and 
examine the nature of our national economic "re-
covery," there are many of us who see all too 
clearly who has paid for that recovery. The pri-
mary source of the financial situation is the 
ideology of the Reagan administration, which has 
salvaged its inflation headache at the expense 
of women and minorities. There is a danger, in 
this year of presidential politics, of falling 
into a complacency where lack of political re-
sponsibility and action can be counter-pro-
ductive and self-defeating. While these facts 
may be quite obvious to our readership, it is 
important for us to communicate (especially with 
other women, who number more than half of our 
voting population) the implications of another 
four years with the present administration. 

While the media and national polls attest to 
the persuasiveness of both Reagan's speech and 
rhetoric, we need to be alert to the serious 
threat for women and minorities that his pol-
icies present. It is obvious by now to most 
women and minority groups that for Ronald Reagan 
the term "human rights" is little more than a 
phrase to be delivered with feeling, having no 
essential or practical meaning beyond its power 
to evoke and congratulate an American, egali-
tarian, self-image. He has publicly committed 
himself to the goal of instituting a constitu-
tional ban on abortion, yet his concern for the 
rights of the unborn reflect more a nostalgia 
for a post-World War II American white fam-
ily--which was a myth in the first place-- rather 
than a sincere and consistent ethical commitment 
to the el quality of life for human beings. 

Not only has Reagan dismissed human rights 
as a concern in our relationships with and 
support of repressive foreign governments, but 
he has salv aged his inflation crisis through 
high unemployment and drastic cutbacks in social 
programs, programs that would relieve the mis ery 
of people deprived of the opportunity to work. 
Aid to the unemployed, the poor, and the handi-
capped has diminis hed to the extent that agen-
cies keeping statistical track of people are 
either no longer functioning or unable to s up-
port da ta - k eeping . In other words , ther e are 
many people whose lives of poverty and suffering 
are no longer accounted for statistically. Per-
haps this is at least one reason why the Presi-
dent's hunger task force could not find the 
people who are hungry. 



Since the 1970's, quotas have been very 
instrumental in enabling women and minorities to 
move into public life in places and positions 
where they could share power, exert influence, 
and stand as role models. Reagan's Hollywood 
approach to the enactment of justice--his un-
realistic expectation that everyone will get 
what they deserve in always-happy endings--is 
reflected in his consistent disapproval of real 
numbers. He has chosen, and re-chosen, the 
leadership of the Civil Rights Commission (after 
trying to dismantle it altogether) so that the 
group will eliminate a quota system as a way of 
insuring equal opportunity. Ostensibly, Rea-
gan's rhetoric is that the issue of rights, not 
race or sex, is paramount. This argument, how-
ever idealistic, completely camouflages the 
complex need that gave rise to the Commission in 
the first place. Quotas established by the 
early Commission represent a kind of numerical 
exasperation--a very small pick at the moment-
ousness of centuries of racial oppression and 
gross inequity, where the long range effects of 
such dramatic inhibition of human potential 
could barely be understood, much less reversed. 

The most important thought about numbers that 
I am concerned with is that women represent more 
than half of our voting population, and that the 

needs and rights of women are not only on the 
bottom of this administration's priority list, 
they are being viewed and reviewed with disdain. 
The Women's Studies Review is a feminist publi-
cation concerned not only with literature about 
women and feminist scholarship, but with issues 
affecting the lives of women. Feminism is a 
political evaluation of the way in which gender 
(and, by implication, any other characteristic 
by which a group is labeled different) is used 
as a rationale for discrimination. The issues 
which I have outlined may seem somewhat tangen-
tial to the problems facing so many independent 
and feminist presses, but the strongest founda-
tion of feminist scholarship has been its abil-
ity to bring together issues, facts, or state-
ments which dramatically alter the picture drawn 
for us before. I single out the Reagan admin-
istration here for (a fairly cursory) analysis 
because it has been consistent in its attitude 
toward women and in its efforts to stop our pro-
gress. It seems inadequate to inform our read-
ers of the many feminist newspapers and presses 
that have died due to financial difficulties, 
without referring to possible causes--to a 
particular ideology that has contributed sig-
nificantly to the shut down of those presses. 

Terry Hartley, editor 

Chaste, Silent, and Obedient: English Books for Women, 1475-1640. By Suzanne W. 
Hull. 
San Marino, CA: The Huntington Library, 1982. 

Janis Butler Holm, Ohio University, Department of English 

Suzanne w. Hull's Chaste, Silent, & Obedient 
is a new and welcome research tool for those who 
study notions of womanhood in Early Modern 
English texts. Hull has set out to identify the 
vernacular works published during the Tudor and 
Stuart reigns that were directed, wholly or in 
part, to a female audience. In five chapters 
she describes "an emerging female literature" 
and addresses the peculiarities of domestic 
guidebooks, recreational literature, books of 
devotion, and treatises on the controversy about 
woman's nature. In her conclusion, she suggests 
how feminine tastes may have influenced literary 
production and enumerates current themes to be 
found in the books directed toward a women's 
market. An annotated "Basic List of Books for 
Women, 1475-1640" follows her prose discussion, 
and this finding list promises to be especially 
useful to scholars wishing to locate primary 
sources for firsthand analysis. The "Supple-
mental List" of "Books with Other Female Assoc-
iations" includes works that, although not di-
rectly addressed to women, may broaden our un-
derstanding of that which constituted "wome n's 
literature" in Tudor-Stuart England. 

In her preliminary essays, Hull writes pri-
marily as a researcher of antiquarian texts. 
Her work is not in formed by the last decade's 
new scholarship on women, and readers will not 
encounter in her analyses the familiar terms of 
feminist scholarship. Because of the absence of 
methodological distinctions between "female" and 
"feminine," "sex" and "gender," some of her ob-
servations are at first disconcerting (as in the 
discussion of "the growing female literature" on 
p. 9). For those who have learned to regard 
early English texts for women primarily as in-
dices to patriarchal wishful thinking, Hull's 
mimetic model will prove troublesome: 

The prayer books, practical guides, and 
popular romances that were printed for 
Englis h women in the fifteenth, sixteenth, 
and seventeenth centuries, like the articles 
in women's magazines in the first half of the 
twentieth century, mirror the work, the 
worries, the dreams, the interests, the 
education, and ultimately the lives of women 
who read them (p. ix). 



To what extent did such texts actually re-
flect women's lives? At various points in the 
discussion, the feminist reader will find the 
author much too willing to take a work at its 
word--that is, unmindful of the contradictions 
'fliarmay underlie even the most straightforward 
account of the feminine role, given the defini-
tion of that role by men in a patriarchal cul-
ture. (At other points, the contradictions are 
for Hull a source of humor, as when she points 
to one of the ironies of male instruction: "In 
the dialgue of A Dairie Booke for All Good Hus-
wives (1588), which describes methods for making 
cheeses, the man admits that 'never in my life 
goodwife, I have made any, but I have ••• 
seene much made"' (p. 17). 

But the lack of a clearly defined feminist 
perspective by no means renders Hull's work 
useless to feminist scholars. The book brings 
together many bits and pieces of fact and 
hypothesis about Early Modern English women's 
literacy and relates the emergence of a female 
reading public to a number of social changes: 

the continuing growth of a middle class with 
some leisure for its women; increased 
opportunities for education, particularly 
reading instruction in English for both boys 
and girls; a new emphasis placed on women and 

their roles as a result of successive reigns 
by two educated queens, and the continuing 
controversy over women; the rise of a 
professional class of writers dependent upon 
book buyers as well as the chancey largesse 
of patrons; and the booksellers' need for new 
markets (p. 1). 

Hull's explorations of the economic relations 
are particularly suggestive; for example, her 
hypothesis that the proliferation of books for 
women between 1570 and 1640 may have been a 
result of booksellers reaching for new consumers 
after having met the immediate needs of the new 
English church is quite persuasive and will no 
doubt stimulate further consideration of the 
female reader's function in early capitalism. 

Chaste, Silent, &: Obedient joins Chilton 
Latham Powell's English Domestic Relations: 
1487-1653 and Ruth Kelso's Doctrine for the Lady 
of the Renaissance as an essential reference 
guide to texts for and about women in the 
Tudor-Stuart period. Hull's detailed biblio-
graphies, with their careful notes on content, 
will save future researchers countless hours of 
tracking and sorting, and the author's evident 
delight in the quaint and curious features of 
her sources makes for interesting reading. 

New England Local Color Literature: A Women's Tradition. By Josephine 
Donovan. 
New York: Ungar Press, 1983. 

Glynis Carr, OSU, Department of English 

Josephine Donovan's New England Local Color 
Literature: A Women's Tradition is a milestone 
in the exploration of the literary history of 
American women. This volume's brevity is mis-
leading. While eminently readable, it is a 
dense, informative, and valuable beginning in a 
field of study only recently taken up by femin-
ist critics: the discovery of relationships be-
tween women writers and their publishing net-
works. 

Donovan focuses on the relationships between 
New England local color writers--Harriet Beecher 
Stowe (1811-1896), Rose Terry Cooke (1827-1892), 
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps (1844-1911), Sarah Orne 
Jewett (1849-1909), and Mary E. Wilkins Freeman 
(1852-1930)--and their editor and publisher 
Annie Adams Fields (1834-1915). "The attempt to 
define a literary school and to specify the me-
chanics of influence is a notoriously difficult 
enterprise," says Donovan. Nonetheless, she 
does an excellent job, thoroughly documenting 
personal relationships, for example the "Boston 
marriage" of Fields and Jewett, and establishing 
that these women corresponded, read, and criti-

cized each other's work. Th us they can be le-
gitimately termed a "school," though it is prob-
ably not accurate to think of their community in 
terms of the masters and disciples which the 
word evokes. 

Donovan insists that "literature depends on a 
production network [and that] very few writers 
create a substantial body of work without being 
connected to [one] •11 She therefore launches her 
study with Annie Adams Fields, "a central pub-
lishing power," who along with her husband James 
T. Fields enabled and facilitated these writers' 
careers. Annie Fields edited, encouraged, and 
entertained. Her house was a "hospice" for 
aspiring women writers such as Rebecca Harding 
Davis and Louisa May Alcott. Fields was the hub 
of an extended circle of literati, including the 
"lions" Hawthorne, Holmes, Emerson, Whittier, 
Dickens, and Arnold, to name but a few. After 
her husband's death Sarah Orne Jewett moved in 
with the Fields, and the house "became a veri-
table mecca for up-and-coming women writers •11 



I 
While the chapter on Fields establishes re-

lationships and influences, the following five 
each treat one author. While one might desire 
perhaps a chronological presentation of mater-
ial, addressing issues of interdependency and 
influence at greater depth, it is Donovan's goal 
to trace the development of a continuing tradi-
tion of woman-identified local color realism. 
Organization con forms to paradigm: she views 
the work of each author, with a degree of over-
lap and exchange of course, as characterisitic 
of one of its phases. 

Donovan presents Stowe as a pioneer. Defini-
tive aspects of Stowe's stories include an anti-
romance stance, a critique of inauthentic female 
behaviors, and an assertion of the "rural locale 
as a site that nurtures genuinely sensible and 
assertive women." These qualities distinguish 
Stowe's work from the dominant contemporary wom-
en's tradition, that of the sentimental/ domestic 
novel which, despite its antiromance posture, 
remained a male-identified "heroine's text" pre-
occupied with the themes of seduction and chas-
tity and which was imbued with stereotypical 
an tifeminist characters. Donovan shows how 
Stowe's work emerged from this tradition (one 
need only remember the heroine of Uncle Tom's 
Cabin), but was strengthened after Stowe's em-
brace of realism. Donovan cites the stories in 
The Mayflower and the novels The Minis ter's Woo-
ing (1859), The Pearl of Orr's Island ( 1862), 
and Oldtown Folks (1869) as important , not only 
for their critique of Calvinism in favor of the 
view that education and environment produce 
character, but primarily because here Stowe cre-
ates an idyllic, visionary setting, realistic 
nonetheless, which is a "feminist Utopia where 
women are freed once and for all from the tyran-
ny of the 'heroine's text,' where women have at 
last lives of their own." 

Rose Terry Cooke characterizes the tradi-
tion's next stage which rejects an idyllic Ar-
cadia as it recognizes the existence of evil in 
the rural setting and acknowledges that the evil 
is homegrown. Cooke's vision "anticipates that 
of the naturalists: a bleak, uncompromising view 
of humanity, and particularly of men, a s dull 
brutes." Her stories show "the most authentic 
view of women's lives yet to appear in litera-
ture." In particular, she critiques marriage, 
offering instead "spirited spinsters" who occa-
sionally "interrupt" the dysphoric heroine's 
text and save the heroine. Another thematic in-
novation was Cooke's portrayal of women's pas-
sion, particularly their deep feelings for other 
women. 

The works of Elizabeth Stuart Phelps reveal a 
decline from "early, assertive optimism" of 
feminists to a "resigned se nse of the ine vit-

ability of male dominion." Her early work is 
excellent, however, featuring strong women char-
acters, themes of cross-class caring and love 
among women. Her novel An Old Maid's Paradise 
(1879) culminates the female Utopian tradition, 
while the "Gates" novels--The Gates Ajar ( 1868), 
Beyond the Gates (1883), and The Gates Between 
(1886)--are remarkable for their feminist 
spirituality. But Phelps' works begin to tell 
of discord, particularly of male intrusion. 
Toward the end of her career, she was able to 
sustain neither feminist commitment nor, it 
seems, literary quality. Finally, Phelps' 
assertion of the validity of male supremacy 
represents a "capitulation" which reflects the 
fall "out of the woman-identified Eden of the 
Victorian era." 

Sarah Orne Jewett's "is a vision of tran-
scendence" which is not, however, naively 
Utopian. She recognizes male encroachment, but 
portrays women resisting to preserve their sanc-
tuary. Donovan identifies the vehicle of Jew-
ett's transcendence at a point which stumbled 
Phelps: "a vision of a supportive community of 
women, sustained by a kind of matriarchal Chris-
tianity, and by traditions of women's lore and 
culture." Jewett's fictional world is a matri-
archal rural sanctuary which integrates nature 
and community. Her dominant theme is the pre-
servation of the natural world. Donovan asses-
ses Jewett's work as "the last fully female-
identified vision in women's literature." 

Finally, in Mary E. Wilkins Freeman's fic-
tional world, "something is dying." The "moth-
ers" take a "last stand and go down in defeat," 
unable to preserve a woman-centered way of life. 
Donovan notes in Freeman's work extremes of 
hopelessness and despair which yield obsession 
and destruction. Here, New England becomes a 
"symbolic landscape whose moral events signified 
the state of women entering the twentieth cen-
tury." Freeman's favorite themes are women's 
relations to each other, especially the mother-
daughter bond, as well as their entrance into 
male-dominated public spheres. Freeman does not 
see this positively; rather she focuses on wom-
en's impoverishment and the waste and futility 
of many of their lives. Donovan lauds the col-
lections A New England Nun (1891), Silence and 
Other Stories ( 1898), and Six Trees (1903). She 
stresses Freeman's adherence to a philosophy of 
moral humanism and her insistence, despite ob-
stacles and the possibility of failure, that 
matriarchal knowledge of the interconnectedness 
of people and things be preserved. 

Donovan has an adequately articulated and 
neatly presented thesis: that these authors 
comprise a well-defined literary school whose 
works progress from assertion of a female Utopia 



to recognition of male encroachment. Though 
historical conditions seemed to require partial 
capitulation, their works remain a plea for the 
maintenance and preservation of a woman-identi-
fied vision. Donovan locates the tradition in 
history, tracing its sources from Christine de 
Pisan in the fourteenth century who first in-
sisted that women be portrayed realistically in 
literature. Some of Donovan's statements, how-
ever, may be exaggerated; for example, her study 
of Cooke's negative critique of Calvinism does 
not mention that Cooke had converted and was a 
life-long member of the Congregational church. 

Validation of her thesis would require retrieval 
and reassessment of these "lost" works, which is 
undoubtedly part of Donovan's design. This work 
also sketches directions for future scholarship: 
stylistic studies, source studies, particularly 
of female quixotism; the tradition's theoretical 
underpinnings, and its reflection of feminist 
religious thought; and finally relationships 
with minor authors. Valuable to the general 
reader as well as the scholar, Donovan's book is 
a long overdue investigation of the history of 
women's literature in America. 

Rahel Varnhagen: Jeder Wunsch wird Frivolitat genannt: Briefe und Tagebucher. 
Edited by Marlis Gerhardt. 
Darmstadt: Luchterhand, 1983. 

Er/is Glass, Rosemont College, Department of German 

There is great interest in Germany today 
in the lives of Romantic forerunners of modern 
feminism. Biographies, reissues of fiction by 
neglected women authors, letters, and even fic-
tionalized accounts of meetings between histor-
ical figures, like the novel by Christa Wolf 
concerning Kleist and Caroline von Gunderode 
(Kein Ort. Nirgends.), are examples of the 
recent intensification of interest in this per-
iod, as is Wolfgang Hildesheimer's creative new 
bigraphy of Andrew Marbot. This selection of 
passages from the letters and diaries of one of 
the most remarkable women of the Romantic 
period, Rahel Varn hagen, is a welcome addition 
to the canon and a convenient introduction to 
her sentiments and style. 

Complementing the four-volume edition of the 
correspondence of Rahel Varnhagen (1979) and the 
rather mediocre biography by Herbert Scurla 
( 1978), the present paperback gives concise in-
formation about the environment into which this 
Berlin Jewess was born. It identifies her cor-
respondents, provides a brief chronology and 
leaves the letters to reveal the woman. The 
reader might wish for a strictly chronological 
presentation of the letters, but Gerhardt has 
chosen to arrange them first according to the 
identity of the recipient, then chronologically. 
Many of these letters, somewhat abridged, begin 
with a short description of the weather, written 
after the date. Rahel was so affected by en-
vironmental conditions that she was inventive in 
describing them, and she urged her correspon-
dents to do likewise: "Mittwoch, den 23. Novem-
ber 1831. Dunstiges, trubes, feuchtes, nebliges 
Novemberwetter; hinte welchem, wirklich wie 
hinter einem weiten Schleier, die Sonne kie-
kelt" (p. 84). This is an endearing idiosyn-
crasy which does a great deal to make the 
letters lively. 

The editor includes in this book many of the 
best-known quotations from the author, ranging 

from her vivid descriptions of what it was like 
to be an entirely self-taught Jewish woman in 
Germany, to her ass esssment of contemporary 
literature and even of the recipients of her 
letters. There is an account of her reaction to 
the two disappointing love affairs of her life, 
but not as much reference to the exciting work 
which Rahel undertook in helping the war-wounded 
French and German during the Napoleonic con-
flicts. Also sadly missed in this collection is 
discussion of her two very different salons, al-
though much is said of the early salon, which 
flourished in the formative days of Romanticism 
in her little room in the Jligerstrasse. She 
conducted another salon many years later, at-
tracting political figures representative of 
Young Germany before her death in 1833. 

Earlier in her life, Rahel Levin took the 
Christianized name Rahel Robert, without con-
verting; later, at the age of 43, she became the 
wife of a man more than a decade her junior, 
converting in order to marry, and taking the 
name Antonie Friederike. In the 1820s, she met 
Heinrich Heine, who is reputed too have been so 
charmed by this homely, plump, ailing, but al-
ways brilliant woman, that he said, "I am en-
tirely Mrs. Varnhagen's." (Quoted in the present 
text, "J'appartiens a Mme Varn hagen" on p. 29.) 

Rahel Varnhagen lived in an era which was 
characterized by change and dominated by per-
sonalities of vivid talent in almost every 
field, from Goethe and the Schlegels to the 
activist Ludwig Borne and the elusive Heine. 
Rahel was acquainted with most of the larger-
than-life figures of her day. She traveled from 
Berlin to Paris, Vienna and other cities in the 
eastern and western part of Germany, reporting 
on a life rich in experience. Herself a person-
ality, philosophically inclined, respected and 
astute, she provides insights in her letters and 
journals which are invaluable to scholar and ca-
sual reader alike. 



The Elusive Self: Psyche and Spirit in Virginia Woolrs Novels. By Louise A. Poresky. 
Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1981. 

Marlene Longenecker, OSU, Center for Women's Studies/Dept. of English 

I have begun to believe, in the last two or 
three years, that no one sho4ld attempt to pub-
lish another book on Virginia Woolf with an in-
troduction, a chapter on each of the novels in 
chronological order, and a conclusion. There 
must be at least twenty-five of them, and no 
matter whether it is a conventional male inter-
pretation or a feminist one, allowing for slight 
differences in emphasis and the occasional bril-
liantly original interpretation of an image or a 
controversial passage or symbolic pattern, they 
all say more or less the same things about the 
novels and about the development of Woolf's art. 
The rhetoric of the "survey" almost guarantees 
that vast amounts of old territory must be 
covered in order to get to the new. Unfortu-
nately, Louise Poresky's The Elusive Self is no 
exception to this (admittedly somewhat 1rras-
cible) conviction. 

Poresky's argument, as her title well indi-
cates, is that Woolf's novels are, individually 
and collectively, about the search for the self, 
Since that is generally about the first thing 
one might say to an undergraduate class, not 
only about Virginia Woolf, but about most of 
modern (indeed, most of post-Romantic) fiction, 
it is not in itself a startling revelation. 
Poresky's concept of the "Self" (she capitalizes 
the word) is, however, a particularized one: 
Self = the androgynous core at the center of the 
psyche uniting conscious and unconscious being, 
beyond ego. It is, in other words, the Self as 
defined by Carl Jung, and in the development of 
Woolf's novels, we find that, "Woolf's composite 
personality struggles aginst [the social] expec-
tations placed on its existence, so as to reach 
the Self that remains independent of such de-
mands. It does reach the Self, and there it 
finds God in the place of the ego and androgyny 
in place of gender identification." But, since 
the pressures of existence are many--indeed, ac-
cording to Poresky, since "the spiritually fal-
len nature of humankind prevents sustained Self-
hood"--the Self is "elusive," and "an individual 
can only hope to-catch momentary glimpses of the 
Self and to heal himself /sic./ somewhat from 
the human separation from God." 

Well, it is true that we have not yet had a 
Jungian/Theological interpretation of Virginia 
Woolf, and Pores k y has some legitimate claim to 
originality here. But Virginia Woolf, I think 
it is safe to say, would be quite astonished to 
find that she and her characters were in search 
of God--or even that her individual characters 
could be lumped together as a "composite per-
sonality," though she might be somewhat more 
sympathetic to the latter. What Poresky has 
done, it seems to me, is to discover just about 
the least interesting and appropriate vocabulary 

for talking about the transcendent or epiphanic 
moments in Woolf's fiction, which Woolf herself 
aptly described, in very secular terms, as "mo-
ments of being" in which the mind penetrates 
briefly behind the fragmentary "cotton wool" 
quality of everyday life and perceives some 
"pattern" or "essence" which unites all exper-
ience. The book is riddled with cliches (e.g.: 
"Just as nightime or daytime individually makes 
up only half the day, so masculine and feminine 
outlooks need each other to complete the psychic 
whole."), with bad writing (e.g., the opening 
sentence in Chapter Three: "So far in Virginia 
Woolf's novels the search for the Self has made 
magnificent progress •••• 11 ), and with rather 
amazing pretensions (e.g., "The theme of Mrs. 
Dalloway has greater complexity than some --
critics realize."). (I would submit that the 
"complexity" of Mrs. Dalloway is one of those 
rare things on which literary critics are in 
virtually unanimous agreement.) This is one of 
those books, unfortunately, in which the great 
subtlety of a great writer is reduced to bana-
lity by the critic's thesis. Woolf uses an "im-
pressionistic" style, we are told, "because the 
composite personality ••• roams the uncon-
scious in an attempt to exorcise the imago 
force." And the complex themes of Woolf's work 
are summarized thus: "In short, only love can 
vanquish the fear that separates individuals. 
And only the Self, the psychic core in which 
opposites coalesce and the divine spirit moves, 
can generate the healing power of love." 

In all of this, to make matters rather worse, 
there is a vague overlay of "spiritual femin-
ism"; in the endless yin/yang, anima/animus, 
intuitive/analytical dichotomy Poresky sees op-
erating in Woolf's work, women, of course, are 
clearly better at transcending such dualism to 
reach the ideally androgynous state of the soul. 
This is because Poresky accepts the Jungian de-
finition of the "feminine" without question, and 
we females are "naturally" on the side of the 
redemptive "yin-anima-intuitive" half of human 
nature. Aside from the fact that the one char-
acter in all of Woolf's fiction who can legiti-
mately be called an androgynous "composite per-
sonality" is male (Bernard, in The Waves), this 
whole apparatus so profoundly limits the anal-
ysis of gender identity as to be almost useless, 
both with regard to the fiction of Virginia 
Woolf and with regard to an examination of fe-
male nature. Fortunately, Poresky seems to 
recognize this herself, since her readings of 
the individual novels are, on the whole, more 
sensible than her overall thesis. But this book 
fails, I think, primarily because of the au-
thor's unexamined assumptions about female nature, 
about human nature, in a modernist context. 



In A Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women's Development. By Carol 
Gilligan. 
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982. 

Sue Hamilton, OSU, Department of English 

In A Different Voice is a cornerstone work. 
Gilligan's observations and insights, based on 
psychological studies of how men and women make 
moral decisions, open up new and exciting terri-
tory in the fields of psychology, philosophy, 
women's studies, history, as well as literature 
and art. Gilligan's study shows that the stages 
of identity and moral development as defined by 
psychologists are based almost totally on male 
responses. If and when female responses were 
evaluated and if they did not fit the mold, they 
were either discarded as invalid, or labeled 
deviant. But Gilligan sees women's responses as 
"Differences represented in the psychological 
literature, as steps in a developmental progres-
sion suddenly appeared instead as a contrapuntal 
theme • • • " This theme becomes the focus of 
her research: to look at how men and women see 
themselves and their relationships to others, 
and to look at how that understanding in turn 
in forms choices in a moral dilemma. 

Gilligan draws her analysis and conclusions 
on the basis of three studies. A study involv-
ing college sophomores looks at the maturing 
process of identity development and its affect 
on moral choice. The students were interviewed 
first while sophomores and again five years 
later. The second study involves women contem-
plating abortion; it relates the thought proces-
ses and the responses to this experience with 
conflict in early development. The third study 
is more generalized, analyzing a cross section 
of age groups which, again, connects the role of 
identity to the moral choices made in hypo-
thetical moral dilemmas. 

While Gilligan does not claim that the dif-
ferences she notes are gender absolutes, she 
strongly suggests that men and women do perceive/ 
the world from varying viewpoints. In arriving 
at a moral decision, there appears, between men 
and women, a distinction between the issues of 
rights of the individual and the sense of re- _ 

The Women of Brewster Place. By Gloria Naylor. 
New York: Penguin Books, 1983. 

sponsibility to others. Even at age nine, boys 
make choices based on individual rights and 
girls on a sense of responsibility to others. 
When asked to say whether a man should steal 
drugs for his dying wife, the boy said yes be-
cause it would be the right thing to do and 
society would recognize that fact. The girl 
said no because she felt the man could be sent 
to jail ultimately, separating the couple for-
ever. Gilligan observes that men want to pre-
serve the individual's rights, while women try 
to preserve ties to others. 

The college student study, which looks at two 
separate time frames in the students' lives, 
shows how the earlier, clear-cut difference in 
attitudes and responses changes for both men and 
women. The women begin to recognize that their 
individual rights are as important, and some-
times more important, than their responsibil-
ities to others. And, in turn, the men begin 
to recognize the bonds they share with others. 

Gilligan sees women's conflicts arising from 
the choices they must make between their in-
dividual rights and their responsibilities to 
others. This conflict became most obvious in 
the abortion study where a sense of responsi-
bility to the unborn child collided with the 
personal needs of the women. This investigation 
shows how, for women, an ethic of caring shapes 
their decisions even in a time of crisis. 

Gilligan concludes by suggesting that both 
men and women can learn from one another. She 
argues that women's perceptions of the bonds 
connecting people should be heard, heeded, and 
used to help strengthen the bonds that hold all 
of us together. I am reminded of the line from 
the song "Bread and Roses": "a rising of the 
women means a rising of the race." I believe 
that In A Different Voice will help to raise 
women's voices to an equal place with men's, 
creating the potential for a stronger, more 
resilient society. 

Terry Hartley, OSU, Center for Women's Studies/ Dept. of English 

In one of those neatly condensed cover sum-
maries on Gloria Naylor's novel, The Women of 
Brewster Place, I came across a sentence that, 
while true and fine-sounding, struck me as by-
passing an important perspective of the novel: 

"From a variety of backgrounds, with individual 
goals and dreams they experience, fight against 
--and sometimes transcend--the fate of black 
women in America today." First of all, I am not 
sure that any of the female characters Naylor 



draws for us have been able to indulge in that 
abstract world of planning and expectation we 
think of as "dreams" before they are rudely, 
more often violently, educated to the consequen-
ces of their gender. Very early in their lives 
these women learn that being female renders them 
vulnerable to the sexual imposition and power of 
men. Often they find motherhood long before 
they begin to understand the difference between 
what it means to be a mother in a racist and 
misogynistic society and what it might mean to 
them personally. The traditional idea embodied 
in the word "goal"--in its far reaching sense as 
an end, a final shape, or a singular achieve-
ment--seems totally inapplicable to the situa-
tions in which these women find themselves. 
Naylor speaks, specifically, from the exper-
iences of black women, but her novel also con-
cerns itself more generally with themes of a 
female experience. 

The women of Brewster Place are the victims 
in a society that discriminates against them 
economically and socially because they are not 
white; they are also the victims of sexism 
within a patriarchal structure which is yet an-
other layer of oppression for third world women, 
another constant source of struggle beyond class 
and economic discrimination. This novel is 
about the misery caused by classist and racist 
attitudes which force people of color into se-
condary, peripheral positions in this society. 
But the novel leads to a specific understanding 
of a concept called the "simultaneity of oppres-
sion": that further dimension of isolation 
lived by women of color, a situation defined by 
Barbara Smith as the "crux of a Black feminist 
understanding of political reality." 1 Naylor's 
work, though, is not a didactic device; it is, 
first of all, an artistic creation. The Women 
of Brewster Place is an original and moving work 
that brings the lives of seven women very close 
to our own. 

Survival, on a daily basis, is always a pri-
mary concern for these women, but the reader is 
prevented from viewing 'need' in its material 
sense. We get to know these women through their 
commitment to their children, through their con-
stant drive to do what is necessary to provide a 
home for themselves. But "home," as drawn by 
Naylor's narrative, becomes a psychological 
place where the nature of contentment cannot be 
understood by knowing the shape of the room, or 
the colors on the walls, or the specific kind of 
food on the table. Naylor focuses on those 
needs which might define a common bond. That 
bond forms throughout the novel as a feeling 
about and a concept of 'home' that has less to 
do with the actual space than it does with a 
sense of security and contentment. The novel 
builds a sense of the exact nature of the need 
of this community of women: a need for each 

other that is not only emotional but political. 
We get to know a group whose interests are es-
sentially unrepresented (or misrepresented), and 
whose members are able to reach each other only 
through fragments of a common female experience. 

The common need of the women who have lived 
in Brewster Place stretches back to "the birth" 
of the housing complex, when the neighborhood 
was "filled with people who had no political in-
fluence." The early residents were immigrants 
who were light-skinned, but not quite white: 
"people who were dark haired and mellow-skinned 
--Mediterraneans--who spoke to each other in 
rounded guttural sounds and who brought strange 
foods to the neighborhood" (p. 2). When Brew-
ster Place became a dead end street, conforming 
to the traffic needs of a growing business com-
munity, the men, and later their sons, drifted 
off in search of opportunity. The women stayed. 
What Naylor outlines here is a situation de-
scribed so often in the tracing of poor urban 
neighborhoods from promise to neglect; from 
wealth to poverty. But Naylor follows the tran-
sition of this neighborhood from a feminist per-
spective, one that focuses on the central con-
flict for women. It becomes clear that this 
conflict necessitates a new consciousness for 
resolution. Women need to become aware of their 
needs as women, and to recognize that those 
needs can best be understood by each other. 

Not only does Naylor allude to the necessity 
of a female-oriented consciousness, she struc-
tures her novel so that it builds toward that 
consciousness. The novel begins and ends with 
bracket sections that dangle, related yet unre-
lated, like temporary boundaries, around the 
seven stories between them. The brackets con-
tain slivers of data, historical facts about the 
actual construction and destruction of Brewster 
Place; they reflect the arbitrary decisions es-
tablished by society's institutions, gearing 
people's lives in a certain direction. Between 
these brackets Naylor reveals the interior 
space, the consequential matter, of seven women. 
Although the body of the work consists of stor-
ies about seven very different women, a refrain 
is created by the presence of one woman, Mattie 
Michael. Mattie Michael's story is only one of 
the seven, but she surfaces throughout the no-
vel, unifying it. The reader learns to antici-
pate the arrival of this woman, and the expecta-
tion is reinforced by the knowledge that when 
the going gets rough for the other women, Mattie 
Michael's arrival means comfort , even survival. 

The first and most detailed story is devoted 
to Mattie Michael and the directions her life 
takes before leading her to Brewster Place. The 
reader meets Mattie Michael as a young woman and 
spends more time with her, becoming more at-



tached to her, than with the other women. After 
surviving a beating from a father outraged by 
her silence, by her refusal to name the father 
of her unborn child, she sets out on a course 
that will never bring her back to her childhood 
home. The beating marks the beginning of Mattie 
Michael's life on her own, but the same incident 
also begins the novel's unifying pattern of 
women assisting women when Mattie Michael's 
mother pulls a trigger, saving her daughter's 
life. 

The most important characteristic of Mattie 
Michael is her overwhelming commitment to her 
child, and we are persuaded that even though 
her son's life takes an unfortunate and unex-
pected turn, her life, her decision to live the 
way she has, is in no way in validated. The 
reader never feels that motherhood is an unfor-
tunate "thing" that happens to Mattie Michael; 
it becomes a central axis of female experience 
that functions for Mattie Michael, for the 
novel, and for the reader as an emblem of inev-
itable and complicated difference between men 
and women. Mattie Michael forges a life for 
herself out of the context of motherhood and 
creates a matriarchal impression reaching an 
archetypal dimension. 

It is only after reaching this status as a 
dominant mother figure, strong enough to swing 
the reader's point of reference from patriarchal 
to matriarchal associations in time of need, 
that she arrives in Brewster Place. She recedes 
in dominance and visibility as Naylor opens the 
doors a slant on the lives of the other women. 
There's Etta Mae Johnson, and Kiswana Browne--
known to her mother as "Melanie"--and Luciela 
Louise Turner and Cora Lee. It is tempting to 
talk about each of these women and the specific 
incidents in their stories that connect them to 
Mattie Michael, but I think you ought to dis-
cover for yourselves the particulars about these 
women that make each one unique and memorable. 

But Naylor's fictional construct is not 
idyllic. She does not create a world where 
there is spontaneous sisterly communication. 
These women are, in fact, quite different from 
each other, and harmonious communication, much 
less unified political action, always remains a 
potential--an inarticulate sounding heard when 
one of their paths crosses Mattie Michael's. 
These women reach out to each other tentatively, 
and, even though it is clear that for most of 
them heterosexual relationships and the patri-
archal family structure have left them stranded, 

they continue to defend the ideal. The extent 
to which this acceptance inhibits unity among 
these women (and, by implication, among all 
women) is manifested in the tension created by 
the arrival on the block of "The Two," Theresa 
and Lorraine, whose lesbian relationship becomes 
a preoccupation, a misplaced and ultimately 
self-destructive source of dissension. 

Naylor presents this last story, very ef-
fectively I think, within a dual perspective, 
contrasting the relationship between Theresa and 
Lorraine--showing two distinct individuals with 
differing opinions and personalities--with the 
growing communal identity of the neighborhood. 
Each faction, in this case, tends to inhibit 
harmony and security in the other; the tensions, 
the homophobia, eventually undermine the well-
being of everyone. The community's ineffective-
ness in organizing is due to their inability to 
perceive what their obstacles really are. The 
effect of so many layers of oppression, of so 
many years, weighs heavily on the consciousness 
of these women, and the crisis involving Lor-
raine dramatizes the need for change. 

While Naylor does not compromise the reality 
of the situation, she resolves her novel in such 
a way that it satisfies, or addresses anyway, 
the desire it creates for an answer. The ten-
sion created in the novel leads to, but does not 
really resolve in, violence. Naylor does not 
depict violence so that it generates more adren-
alin than understanding. Instead, the reader is 
:directed away from revenge and is reoriented to-
ward the realization that violence is a threat 
for all women; that violence is the reality and 
not the resolution. While the reader is not 
left feeling optimistic, Naylor does offer a 
vision of change. Once again, the medium of 
transformation is Mattie Michael, and the change 
effected occurs in the course of a dream (a dif-
ferent sort of dream than the sense evoked in 
that cover summary): ••• the women find each 
other at a block party, and attention drifts to 
the wall, the blood-stained wall. Without any 
high drama, the women begin to take apart the 
wall, brick by brick. Each brick "was passed by 
the women from hand to hand, table to table, un-
til the brick flew out of Brewster Place and 
went spinning." 

1 Barbara Smith, editor. Home Girls: A Black 
Feminist Anthology. ( New York: Kitchen Table: 
Women of Color Press, 1983). 
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